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Abstract—Cloud computing has emerged in the recent years as
a promising paradigm that facilitates such new service models as
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). As the number of cloud ser-
vice provider increases, there exists a demand to dynamically
provision virtual data centers (VDC) on top of the infrastructure
provider’s physical data centers. This research addresses prob-
lems related to embedding virtual data centers inside physical
data centers. VDC embedding is challenging as it is an NP-hard
problem that should meet multiple objectives. In the paper, we
propose a new heuristic VDC embedding algorithm that takes
into account energy consumption as well as physical resources of
data centers. We also realize this virtualization paradigm based
on a Software-Defined Network architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing is becoming increasingly important

nowadays as it supports new business models such

as Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS), Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS) and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS). One important com-
ponent of cloud computing are data centers, which are used

by cloud service providers to house cloud-based resources

and services. In cloud computing paradigms, cloud service

providers can typically build their own data centers to offer

cloud services or alternatively make use of data centers pro-

vided by third-party Infrastructure Providers (InP). In either
former and later case, data center virtualization comes into
play, which is a concept of network virtualization (NV) that
allows creating multiple, separated virtual data centers (VDC)

on top of physical data centers. Creating VDCs on top of the

physical cloud substrates has the following advantages:

• Cost saving: data center virtualization allows reduc-

ing capital expenditure (CAPEX) and operational costs

(OPEX) as several cloud service providers can share the

same physical data center of a third-party infrastructure

provider.

• Energy saving: Recent surveys have shown that the

energy consumption in a data center considerably con-

tributes to its operation costs. A remarkable part of the

large energy volume consumed in data centers today is

due to the over-provisioning of such network resources

as switches, links, and servers to meet the stringent

requirements on reliability. By dynamically scale up and

down the VDC instead of maintaining a fixed number

of physical servers, the under-utilization of servers and

network can be avoided that leads to more energy-

efficient usage of the data center.

• Flexibility: the VDC can be dynamically provisioned on
demand based on service requirements, scalability, time

duration and required resources.

A major challenge of network virtualization in data centers

is the virtual data center embedding (VDCE) problem that

consists of two sub-problems: (1) embedding virtual machines

(VM) on physical servers in the physical data center based

on the VDC embedding request (see III-A); and (2) creating

a virtual network consisting of virtual switches and links

interconnecting these virtual machines.

Solving the VDC embedding problem is NP-hard. For that
reason current research mostly follows heuristic and meta-

heuristic approaches. In this research, we focus on energy-

efficient virtual data center embedding approaches with the

following contributions:

• A novel VDC embedding algorithm with the following

objectives: (1) Resource efficiency that deals with efficient
mapping of virtual resources on substrate resources in

terms of CPU, memory and network bandwidth; (2)

Energy efficiency that deals with minimizing energy

consumption of the virtual data center while meeting

mapping demands; and (3) Flexibility that deals with

how the VDC can be dynamically provisioned, changed

and removed according to actual needs. Evaluation re-

sults show that our algorithm performs better than some

existing ones in terms of acceptance ratio and energy

consumption.

• A data center virtualization architecture based on

Software-Defined Networking technology that has full

control of network and server virtualization in the phys-

ical data center and allows performing VDC mapping

dynamically and flexibly.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

discuss some related work on virtualization in data centers.

Section III formulates the VDC embedding problems and

power profiling and modeling. In Section IV, we propose a

new energy-aware VDC embedding algorithm with the above

objectives. Section V shows some evaluation results. The last

section concludes the work.
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II. RELATED WORK

A. Virtual data center embedding

As already addressed above, one of the key challenges in

building virtual data centers is the VDC embedding problem,

which requires to map VDC components such as virtual

machines (VM) and network devices (switches and links) onto

physical servers, nodes and links. There is only few research

work that has addressed the VDC embedding problem. For

instance, VDC Planner [6] and Venice [9] were proposed as

VDC embedding methods based on migration-aware model to

maximize the revenue of InPs. Gue et al. [11] proposed a data

center network architecture called SecondNet that incorporate

a greedy algorithm for resource allocation to VDC. SecondNet

focuses on providing bandwidth guarantees among multiple

VMs in a multi-tenant virtualized data center. Amokrane et

al. [8] introduced GreenHead - a holistic resource management

framework for embedding VDCs across geographically dis-

tributed data centers connected through a backbone network.

For energy efficiency, Han et al. [10] proposed SAVE - an SDN

Assisted VDC Embedding system. However, those methods

did not consider the life time of VDCs as well as arriving and

leaving time of their requests. Besides, recently there is some

work focusing on energy efficiency of servers by using servers

consolidation and placement algorithms for VMs that can be

mapped onto physical servers [1], [2], [3]. Nevertheless, these

approaches only focus on a single group of VMs requests

and not on the embedding of virtual data centers that include

multiple groups of VM requests at a time. To the best of our

knowledge, energy-efficient VDC approaches that take into

account the dynamic embedding of dynamic VDC requests

and address energy consumption of both physical servers and

network devices are still lacking.

B. DC network – Fat-tree

DC network topology: In this work, we choose the Fat-tree
topology [16] as the network topology of data center. One of

the most advantage of this topology is the reduction of the

oversubscription ratio that allows removing bottleneck point

of the hierarchical architecture. A k Fat-tree is a network
architecture of DC that uses the same k-port switches with
three layer: edge, aggregation and core. Like [18] we divide
the traffic pattern into three scenarios: near, middle and far. In
the near traffic scenario, the source and destination of the flow

are connected to the same edge switch, so that the exchanged

traffic traverses over only one switch. On the other hand, a

flow in the middle traffic scenario has the source/destination

pair residing in the same POD but does not connect to the

same edge switch, so that the traffic traverses over three

switches (two edge and one aggregation switch). Finally, in

far traffic scenario, the source/destination pair of flow stay

on different PODs (Performance Optimized Data Centers), so

that core, aggregation and edge switches are involved in the

communication. Based on these scenarios, in this work, we

propose three groups of servers for the embedding algorithm

(discuss later in section IV).

C. Related technologies for virtualization

Despite the advances in virtualizing computing and storage

elements, the network is still mostly statically configured in a

box-by-box manner. One might think that long standing virtu-

alization primitives such as VLANs (virtualized L2 domain),

NAT (virtualized IP address space), and MPLS (virtualized

path) are enough to provide full and automated network virtu-

alization. However, there is no single unifying abstraction that

can be leveraged to configure (or reconfigure) the network in a

global manner. As a consequence, current network provision-

ing can take long, while computing provisioning takes only

minutes [20]. Optimizing and realizing Network Virtualization

has attracted much attention of research communities and

important role in data center virtualization at this time.

There are many approaches of network virtualization that

have already been under research and used for the future of

the Internet testbeds [4], [5]. Network virtualization provides

an abstraction of coexistence of multiple virtual networks on

the same physical substrate network. In data center contexts,

NV should cooperate with virtual machine consolidation. The

introduction of Software-Defined Networking, an emerging

networking paradigm that gives hope to change the limitations

of current network infrastructures, has made network virtual-

ization more easily. The network virtualization concept in the

context of Software-Defined Networking was first mentioned

by Sherwood et al. [21]. The authors propose a framework

called FlowVisor which allows the same hardware forwarding

plane to be shared among multiple logical networks, each

with distinct forwarding logic. In [22] we extend FlowVi-

sor to multilayer NV with resource reservation. Software-

Defined Networking [20] is an emerging architecture of the

future Internet that is programmable, flexible and centralized

manageable, making it ideal for the high-bandwidth, dynamic

nature of today’s Internet services. In this paper, we propose

a data center virtualization architecture based on Software-

Defined Networking technology that allows performing VDC

mapping flexibly.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Data center modeling

In this section, we model the virtual data center embedding

as an optimization problem focusing on minimizing total

power consumption of both servers and network devices spent

on embedding VDC requests.

Physical DC infrastructure: We model a physical DC in-

frastructure as a weighted graph Gp = (Sp, Np, Lp) where Sp

denotes a set of physical servers, Np denotes a set of network

devices (switches) and Lp denotes a set of physical links. For

physical servers, the attributes generally include memory and
CPU capacity. Mcap(S

p) and Ccap(S
p) denote available (or

leftover) memory and CPU of Sp, respectively. For physical
links, the attribute is bandwidth so that Bcap(L

p
i ) denotes

available bandwidth of a link Lp
i . Note that the modeling,

analysis and algorithm in this paper can be easily extend to

incorporate other attributes.
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TABLE I
TERMINOLOGY USED THROUGHOUT THIS WORK

Terms Description
Gp(Sp, Np, Lp) Physical DC infrastructure

Sp, Np, Lp Set of physical machines, switches and
links, respectively

Bcap(L
p
i ) Available bandwidth of physical link Lpi

Ccap(Sp) Available CPU of physical server Sp

Mcap(Sp) Available memory of physical server Sp

Rvi (VMi, L
vi , ti, di) VDC request ith with set of virtual ma-

chines, matrix of links demand, arrival time
and duration

l
vi
s,d Requested bandwidth from source vms to

destination vmd

Md, Cd, Bd Memory, CPU demand of server and band-
width of link, respectively

cap : Sp ∪ Lp → Gp Function assigns a available capacity to an
element of Gp (either servers or links)

demi : VMi ∪ Lvi → Gp Function assigns a demand to an element of
VDC request Rvi (either VM or bandwidth)

fi : VMi → Sp Function that maps virtual machine to phys-
ical machine (VmM)

ki : Lvi → (Np, Lp) Function that maps matrix of BW demands
onto a part of physical DC (VLiM)

PS , PN Power consumption of servers and network
devices

VDC request: A sequence of virtual data center requests

joins and leaves over time. Similarly to Gp, we model ith

VDC as a weighted graph Rv
i = (VMi, L

vi , ti, di), in which
ti and di denote the arrival time and duration of VDC,

respectively. VMi denotes the a set of virtual machines with

the corresponding computing resource Cd(VMi) and memory
Md(VMi) demands. L

vi denotes the matrix of bandwidth

demand including lvis,d ∈ Lvi that is the bandwidth demand

from the source vms to the destination vmd.

VDC embedding: The main challenge in creating virtual
data centers is the VDC embedding problem, which maps

VDCs onto the physical data center, which includes physical

servers and links. Given a VDC request Rv
i and a physical data

center Gp, embedding Rv
i onto G

p means to find a subset of

Sp, Np, Lp at time ti that satisfies the requirement of VMi

and Lvi . Solving this embedding problem as Integer Linear

Programming is NP-hard [13]. In this work we divide it into
two subproblems: (1) virtual VM mapping (VmM) that maps
the VMs of VDC request onto the physical servers; and (2)

virtual link mapping (VLiM) that maps matrix of link demands
onto the substrate links. Let cap : Sp∪Lp → Gp be a function

that returns an available capacity of physical DC, either servers

or network devices. Besides, for each VDC request ith, let
demi : VMi ∪ Lvi → Gp be a function that assigns demand

to an element of this VDC. Then, a VDC embedding consists

of two functions VmM (Eq.1) and VLiM (Eq.2).

fi : VMi → Sp (1)

ki : L
vi → (Np, Lp) (2)

Such that these two mapping functions form an embedding

for VDCi. Computational resources (CPU and memory) re-

quired by a vmj must be lower than those of physical server

hosting it and the required bandwidth of a virtual link must

be lower than the available bandwidth of all physical links on

the path of the DC that the virtual link lvis,d is mapped.

∀vmi ∈ VMi : demi(vmi) ≤ cap(fi(vmi)) (3)

∀lvis,d ∈ Lvi : ∀LP
i ∈ ki(lvis,d) : demi(l

vi
s,d) ≤ cap(Lp

i ) (4)

Let xiik be a binary function indicating whether the VM i
k

is allocated in server i. Let statet : S
p ∪ Np ∪ Lp → Gp

denote the function returning a state at time t of an element
of the DC by binary values, which return 1 when turning on
(ON State) and 0 otherwise (OFF State). Thus,

• state(si, t) - The working state of the physical server
si ∈ Sp at time t.

• state(n, t) - The working state of the physical network
device n ∈ Npat time t.

• state(Lp
i , t) - The working state of the physical links

Lp
i ∈ ki(lvis,d) at time t

Then we have the constraints of the functions fi and kias
below.

One virtual machine is mapped on only one physical server

(Eq.5) if successful or none if unsuccessful (Eq.6)
∑
i∈Sp

xiik = 1, ∀ik ∈ VM (5)

xiik = 0 (6)

All physical elements that a VDCi is allocated on must be

turned on (Eq.7 and Eq.8).

∀Sp
i ∈ fi(VMi) : state(S

p
i , t) = 1 (7)

∀lvis,d ∈ Lvi : ∀Lp
i ∈ ki(lvis,d) : state(Lp

i , t) = 1 (8)

B. Energy modeling

The working state of physical machines, switches and links

are formulate as follows:

1) Physical machines: Energy consumption model of phys-
ical machines is defined as Eq.(9) where stsi is binary

indicator whether ith server turned on (1) or turned off (0)
and psi is energy consumption.

PS(t) =
∑

∀si∈Sp

state(si, t).psi (9)

2) Network devices: The working state of switches i at
time t is defined by binary indicator stn(t) = 0 (switch is
turned off) or 1 (otherwise). The energy consumption of the

network part of DC (switches and links), PN (t), at time t is
denoted as summing of all switches with static power (baseline

power), Pstatic, and power consumption of interfaces under
their operating speeds (see Eq.(10)).
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PN (t) =
∑

∀n∈Np

state(n, t).[Pstatic +
k∑

j=1

(mj .Pj)] (10)

In this work, for power measurement of network devices,

we use power profile of an energy-aware commercial 24-

port switches HP [14]. The switch is able to change the

clock frequencies of its network interfaces for different power

states. Thus Pstatic and power consumption of ports under
separate operating speeds 10Mbps, 100Mbps, 1000Mbps (Pj)
is summarized in Table II. Besides, the average typical power

consumption for a server IBM 2U rackmount x86 is 400W as

described in [15].

TABLE II
POWER SUMMARY FOR A HP ENTERPRISE SWITCH

Operating speed Power (mW)
Pstatic 39.000

P10 - 100Mbps per port 420

P100 - 1000Mbps per port 480

P1000 - 1Gbps per port 900

C. Energy-saving problem formulation

Basically, the main objective of this work is to reduce

the total energy consumption of the physical DC. Let PDC

represent be the total energy consumption of all servers

and network devices of the DC. The energy-aware VDC

embedding algorithm focuses on decreasing the number of

ON state servers and network devices. This objective is
defined as Eq.(11):

min
(∑

∀si∈Sp state(si, t).psi +
∑

∀n∈Np state(n, t).[Pstatic +
∑k

j=1(mj .Pj)]
)

(11)

The constraints of this VDC embedding are from Eq. (3) –

Eq. (8).

D. VDC request modeling

Collecting traffic load measurements in real data centers is

challenging. Especially, the measurements and modeling of

VDC requests on top of a physical data center can hardly

been found in the recent literature as data traffic of net-

work and cloud operators is often inaccessible to the outside

world. However, according to recent research work, there is

a consensus that the arrival rate of VDC requests follows the

Poisson distribution; the lifetime of a VDC is exponentially

distributed [6], [7], [8], [9]. In this work we also follow these

configurations for VDC requests. Section V-A will discuss

more about our test scenarios.

IV. ENERGY-AWARE VIRTUAL DATA CENTER

A. Energy-aware VDC architecture

In this work, we construct an energy-aware virtual data

center architecture EA-VDC that allows deploying any energy-
aware embedding algorithm. As shown in Fig. 1, the ar-

chitecture consists of two main blocks: Management and
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Fig. 1. Energy-Aware VDC Architecture

DC Hypervisor. The Management block consists of three

subblocks: (1) Centralized Monitoring that monitors the states
and resources of network devices and servers; (2) VDC Em-
bedding that realizes various mapping algorithms; and (3)

DC Configuring that controls the physical DC based on SDN
technology by interacting with both the Network Hypervisor
and VM Hypervisor subblocks. There are already several

platforms for server hypervisor such as HyperV, OpenStack,
KVM, XEN, VMware [26], [27]. We find that one of the most
challenges of the VDC architecture is network hypervisor.

In [22] we develop the ReServNet platform as an extension of

FlowVisor [21] that deploys a new resource management and

allocation concept for network virtualization. By combining

server and network hypervisor based on SDN technology,

the proposed architecture could be a promising approach for

energy efficiency of DC virtualization.

B. Virtual Embedding Algorithm

This section describes our proposed Heuristic Energy-Aware
VDC Embedding (HEA-E) algorithm for virtual data center

embedding. The main objective of HEA-E is to reduce power
consumption of the physical data center while improving the

embedding acceptance rate. To the best our knowledge, there

are two existing articles, SecondNet [11] and GreenHead [8],

that focus on a sequence the VDC requests joins and leaves

over time. Thus in this work, we compare our proposed
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algorithm with the aforementioned approaches. There are some

drawbacks of existing embedding algorithms. First, when

embedding a VM request, the VM embedding algorithm in

SecondNet [11] chooses a group of physical servers with the

number of servers greater than or equal to the number of VMs.

However, SecondNet does not take into account the availability

of these servers as well as their available capacity in terms

of memory and CPU. This directly affects the acceptance

rate and energy saving level of the DC. Furthermore, the

virtual link embedding algorithm performed afterwards uses

the Breadth First Search (BFS) algorithm [25] to find the

shortest path for link mapping. In some cases, the shortest path

may require to turn on more immediate physical switches [28]

instead of using ON State switches that leads to more power
consumption. On the other hand, GreenHead [8] makes use of

V LiM with BFS. Based on the BFS algorithm, GreenHead

does focus on the available bandwidth of the links on shortest

paths. If the available resources of the shortest path cannot

satisfy the bandwidth demand, the VDC request is rejected.
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Fig. 2. Fat-tree with Minimum Spanning Tree

In contrast to GreenHead and SecondNet, HEA-E is an

energy-efficient embedding algorithm that is based on two

Power Scaling and Idle Logic approaches that have been at-
tracted much attention from research communities [12]. Power
scaling reduces power consumption of devices by adaptively
changing operating rates of processing engines or link’s speeds

while Idle logic saves energy by quickly turning the devices
off when there is no traffic load and rapidly waking these

up if traffic is available. On the other hand, energy saving

approaches should also maintain QoS and network reliability.

That is, in case of no traffic the DC network maintains a

Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) for minimum connectivity

between servers. As traffic load increases, more servers and

links in the Fat-Tree are turned on on demand [18]. In HEA-E,

at initial phase when there is no traffic demand among servers,

then: (1) all servers are turned off; (2) only one first left core

switch Swcore runs in lowest operating speed; (3) one first left

aggregation switch Swagg and all access switches Swacc run

in lowest operating speed. In this case there are only k2

2 +k+1
switches that are in ON state (green switches in Fig.2). As
a result, 5k

2

4 − (k2

2 + k + 1) are in OFF state.

The proposed embedding consists of VmM and VLiM that

are described in Algorithm 1 and 2, respectively. When a

VDC request arrives, HEA-E first uses VmM to map vir-

tual machines onto physical servers. Subsequently, based on
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Fig. 3. VDC Embedding Flowchart

Algorithm 1 Virtual Machines Mapping algorithm
1: input: Gp(t), Rv

j

2: //Get list group in near, middle, far order

3: GR← getListGroup()
4: isSuccess = False
5: for all gri ∈ GR do
6: count = 0
7: for all Svj ∈ gri do
8: if Mcap(S

v
j ) > 0 and Ccap(S

v
j ) > 0 then

9: count = count+ 1
10: end if
11: end for
12: if count ≥ |Mv| then
13: listPossibleGroup ← gri
14: end if
15: end for
16: //Sort listPossibleGroup in increasing order by number of

server need to turn on

17: listSatisfiedGroup= tryMapAndSort(listPossibleGroup)
18: selectedGroup = getFirstGroup(listSatisfiedGroup)
19: if selectedGroup 	= ∅ then
20: isSuccess = True
21: vmResults ← mapVM(VMj , selectedGroup)
22: end if
23: output: isSuccess, vmResults, Gp

VmM results, VLiM creates virtual links interconnecting newly

mapped VMs on top of the physical network substrate. In order

to improve the acceptance rate, in HEA-E we construct a re-

mapping mechanism that allows re-mapping VmM if VLiM

does not perform successfully. The flowchart of HEA-E is

described in Fig. 3.

1) VmM: In this paper, we define three groups of servers,
namely near group, middle group and far group that corre-
spond to near traffic, middle traffic and far traffic, respectively

(Line 2 of Alg. 1 – see also Sec. II-B). When a VDC request
arrives, the following actions are taken:

• Step 1: Finding all possible mapping groups that have
the number of available servers greater or equal to the

number of VMs in the request. To improve reliability, a

source and destination VM pair will not be mapped on

the same physical server.

• Step 2: For all selected server groups, choose candidate
groups with the least servers so that the power consump-

tion of servers can be saved.

• Step 3: For all candidate groups with the least number of
servers in Step 2, choose a group that has as many servers
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that are near to each other as possible. That is, the candi-

date groups are prioritized in the near → middle→ far
order. By doing this, it is likely that the virtual links

interconnecting these VMs should traversed over less

immediate hops, thus reducing the power consumption

of network devices.

Algorithm 2 Virtual Link Mapping algorithm
1: input: Gp(t), Rv

j , vmResults
2: isSuccess = False
3: Lv

j = sort(L
v
j , key= bwRequest, order= desc)

4: for all vLink ∈ Lv
j do

5: linktype = getType(vmResults, vLink)
6: if linktype ≡ Near then
7: sLink = {sPhy, sEdge, dPhy}
8: if sLink = satisfied then
9: vLinkResults ← map(link, sLink)
10: end if
11: else
12: listSwitch = getListSwitch(vmResults, vLink)
13: //Construct link from listSwitch

14: listLink= constructLink(listSwitch)
15: listLink = sort(listSwitch, key= cap ,order=asc)
16: for all sLink ∈ listLink do
17: if sLink = satisfied then
18: vLinkResults ← map(link, sLink)
19: end if
20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: if |vLinkResults| = ∣∣Lv

j

∣∣ then
24: isSucess = True
25: else
26: Return to VM Mapping with next group
27: end if
28: output: isSuccess, vLinkResults, Gp

2) VLiM: The proposed virtual link mapping algorithm is

inspired by Heller et al. [17] approach. Heller proposed the

Elastic Tree concept in order to reduce consumed energy of
DC network by maintaining a minimal logical topology on

top of the Fat-Tree based on actual traffic demands. In HEA-

E, VLiM (Algorithm 2) firstly arranges the matrix of virtual

link requests of a VDC in non-increasing order of bandwidth

demands. Then with each request corresponding to a source

virtual machine vms and destination machine vmd, the VLiM

algorithm identifies the type of traffic scenario (i.e., near,
middle or far) according to their relative positions that are
already decided by the VmM algorithm. It then performs the

correlative actions:

• Near traffic scenario: If the VMs are in the physical
machines that are connected to the same edge switch

swedge, the request is mapped onto the physical links

connecting the VMs through that switch.

• Middle or far traffic scenarios: Otherwise, find all possi-
ble paths with necessary set of active switches. Select the

path satisfied the traffic demand that has least available

bandwidth and consumes the least additional energy.

If the virtual link mapping does not succeed, HEA-E

performs virtual node re-mapping as described in Fig.3.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To investigate the performance of the proposed algorithm

HEA-E and the feasibility of the EA-VDC architecture, sim-

ulations have been carried on. The performance of HEA-E

is compared with two existing VDC embedding algorithms,

namely GreenHead [8] and SecondNet [11]. Three metrics

have been used for the performance evaluation, which are em-
bedding acceptance ratio, power consumption, and complexity
in terms of running time.

A. Simulation environment
We developed a Java-based simulator for data center that

makes use of k fat-tree topology. In this research k = 4
corresponds to a data center with 16 servers. The topology

consists of the same
5k2

4
k-port switches and

k3

4
servers. The

power profile of switches and devices are taken from [14] and

[15] (see Sec. III-B). Each server has 8 CPUs and 64GB of

memory.
In the tests, similarly to previous work published in [6],

[7], [8], [9], VDC requests are generated randomly following

a Poisson distribution with arrival rate of λ = 8 VDCs per
hour. The duration of a VDC is exponentially distributed with

2 hours average lifetime. In order to test the performance
of embedding algorithms under different load scenarios, the

number of VMs per VDC request varies from 4 to 16. All
traffic demands between VM pairs are randomly distributed

between 10Mbps and 90Mbps, so that the data center utiliza-
tion varies from 10% to 90%. The VMs within a VDC are

interconnected with a random topology generated by Waxman

algorithm [19]. Eq. 12 represents the probability that there

exists a link connecting two arbitrary nodes u and v in the
Waxman algorithm:

P (u, v) = αe−d(u,v)/(βL) (12)

Parameters α, β in Eq.12 are in range of (0, 1), d is the
distance in Cartesian coordinates among VM u and v, L is
the maximum distance between any two nodes in the graph.

A rise in the parameter α increases the probability of existing
links between any nodes in the graph, and an increase in β
yields a larger ratio of long links to short links. Similar to

some previous work [23], [24], in the simulations we set α =
β = 0.5 for average connectivity and link distance.

B. Experimental Results
1) Acceptance rate: As can be seen in Fig.4, HEA-E

outperforms GreenHead and SecondNet in terms of acceptance

ratio. Especially in highly loaded scenarios, the probability of

successful VDC mapping in HEA-E is remarkably higher than

the other two. The reason is, while taking into account the

available resources of the physical substrate, HEA-E also has

a flexible re-mapping mechanism.
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Fig. 4. Acceptance Rate

2) Resource-Efficiency Ratio: We define the Resource Effi-
ciency Ratio (ReR) as the ratio of the number of accepted
VDC requests over total available virtual machines in the

physical DC. It is expected that with the same arrival rates

of VDC requests λ, the physical DC resource usage dedicated
to accepted VDCs be as high as possible. That is, with the

same physical resources and arrival rate λ, the more ReR is,
the more VDC requests can be accommodated.

In our experiments, a fat-tree with k = 8 or 128 servers is
deployed. We assume that each physical server can accommo-

date 4VMs so that there are maximum 512VMs in a DC. The
arrival rates of VDC requests vary from 10 to 80 requests per
hour, each VDC request consists of 8VMs. As can be seen in
Fig. 5, the Resource Efficiency Ratio of HEA-E is higher than

those of SecondNet and GreenHead.
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Fig. 5. Resource-efficiency Ratio

3) Power consumption: HEA-E prioritizes ON State de-
vices, including both servers and switches, it also places the

VMs as near to each other as possible thus reducing the

number of active network devices. Simulation results in Fig. 6

show that the power consumption of the new algorithm is

better than SecondNet and as good as GreenHead.

We also measure the power consumption of each successful

VDC as described in Eq.13 where NumVDC (t) is the number
of mapped VDC. As can be seen in Fig.7, when the arrival
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Fig. 6. Power Consumption

rates vary from 30 to 90 requests per hour, (1) the consumed
power per each VDC is decreasing; (2) the consumed power

of proposed algorithm HEA-E is less than both existing

algorithms; and (3) as the requests rate increase, the power

consumption of a VDC in case of HEA-E and GreenHead

decreases very slowly, which implies that power consumption

of the physical DC stays nearly linear to the number of

embedded VDCs. We call this as the power proportional
property.

PowerVDC (t) =
PN (t) + PS (t)

NumVDC (t)
(13)
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Fig. 7. Consumed power per VDC

In other scenario, arrival rate is 64 VDC requests per hour

and each VDC request consists 8VMs. A k = 8 fat-tree
and 128 servers is deployed (each server can accommodate
4VMs). The duration of VDC request is 2 hours. After 24h,
we measure the average consumed power of each VDC under

three algorithms HEA-E, GreenHead and SecondNet. The
experimental results are shown in Table III.

TABLE III
AVERAGE CONSUMED POWER PER VDC

HEA-E GreenHead SecondNet

Consumed Power (W) 929.36 1080.30 1146.44
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Fig. 8. Time Complexity

4) Time complexity: In order to evaluate the complexity
of the embedding algorithms, we run different embedding

requests on a 4GB Intel Core 2 Duo 2.67GHz and measure
the execution time. As shown in Fig.8, the execution time

increases with the rise of VM requests. The execution time

of GreenHead algorithm is the smallest. That is because after

V mM , GreenHead uses BFS for VLiM, and if this shortest
path does not satisfy the capability demand then this algorithm

will drop the VDC request without any ”re-mapping” process.

Contrary to GreenHead, SecondNet and HEA-E have re-

mapping technique so that it needs to take more time for

calculation.

From the results there are some remarks as the follows: (1)

Three energy-ware embedding algorithms are able to adapt the

power consumption of the DC proportionally to the number

of servers and the corresponding load. Among energy-aware

embedding algorithms, HEA-E and GreenHead are the two

best ones in terms of energy efficiency. Both algorithms can

save upto 80% of the energy consumption of a 16-server fat-

tree DC (i.e., 500W over total 3000W ); (2) However, the
payoff of GreenHead is that its acceptance ratio is the worst. In

contrast, HEA-E is the best algorithm in terms of acceptance

ratio. That is, HEA-E can improve the acceptance ratio while

maintaining its power consumption the lowest.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this work we propose a virtual data center embedding al-

gorithm as well as a new SDN-based virtualization architecture

that allows deploying both network and server virtualization

on the physical DC infrastructure. The newly proposed HEA-E

embedding algorithm can reduce upto 80% of the data center

energy consumption, while it can remarkably improve the

acceptance ratio in comparison to some existing algorithms.
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